Open-air Venues Guide

CENTRAL LIBRARY FORUM
The Central Library Forum is located in front of the NUS Co-Op Shop at the Central Library. It is suitable for holding musical performances and events such as bazaars as well as non-overnight orientation activities. Do note that tables and chairs are not provided at this venue, users can refer to the list of term contractors for logistical support.

PLAZA@YIH
The Plaza@YIH is the area right next to the Yusof Ishak House. It is suitable for holding musical performances and events such as bazaars as well as non-overnight orientation activities. Do note that the area is partially sheltered only. Click here to view the photo sample depicting wet weather conditions.

LT 27 FOYER (Inclusive of LT28 & LT29 Foyers)
The LT 27 Foyer is the area outside LT 27 and includes the foyers of LT 28 & 29. It is suitable for holding events such as bazaars as well as non-overnight orientation activities.

*IMPORTANT*
For events (which include live performances and/or use of sound equipment) held at the Central Library Forum and Plaza@YIH, the recommended noise level should not exceed 90 decibels. Email osahn@nus.edu.sg to loan out a sound meter

CENTRAL LIBRARY LEVEL 4 WALKWAY BENCHES (CLB1 – CLB5)
The walkway has 5 table-benches just outside the Central Library which are ideal for simple, small "non-bazaar activities" such as registrations, sales of tickets, recruitment drives, publicity etc. For booking of benches at FASS AS1/6 Walkway, do refer to http://fassclub.org/facilities-faq/ or email logistics@fassclub.org for any enquiry.

LT 26 FOYER Bench
The LT26 Foyer Bench is located next to the Frontier Canteen, in Faculty of Science. It is suitable for simple, small "non-bazaar activities" such as registrations, sales of tickets, recruitment drives, publicity etc.